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Abstract. The utilization of incremental unknowns (IU) with multi-level finite differences was 
proposed in [Temam 19901 for the integration of elliptic partial differential equations. Although 
turbulence and nonlinear problems were the primary motivations, it appears that the IU method 
is also interesting for linear problems. For such problems it was shown in [Chen (a) et al.] that 
the IU method was easy to implement and also very efficient. In fact it is comparable to the 
classical V-cycle multigrid method in the cases tested. 
In this article we analyze the condition numbers of the five-point discmtization matrices 
in space dimension two for second order elliptic boundary value problems. We show that the 
condition numbers are O((log f)“), where h is the mesh size, instead of O(h) with the usual 
nodal unknowns. This gives a theoretical justification of the efficiency of the method since 
the number of iterations needed to solve a linear system by the conjugate gradient method is 
O(J;;), where n is the condition number of the matrix. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
After space discretization by finite differences, the solution of an elliptic boundary value 
problem reduces to the solution of a linear system 
AU=b, (1.1) 
where U, b E RN and A is an invertible matrix of order N. The dimension N is the number of 
nodal points and U is the vector corresponding to the nodal values of the unknown function. 
Incremental unknowns can be introduced when multi-level discretizations are used. The 
reader is referred to [Chen (a) et a/.] for the definition of the incremental unknowns and for 
the motivations. Let i? E RN be the incremental unknowns and S be the transfer matrix 
where A = % A S and 8 = ?S b. Our aim 
- - 
AU&, (1.2) 
in this article is to study the condition number of 
the transformed matrix A for a second order elliptic boundary value problem. In particular 
we want to show that the condition number is of order de2 when d levels of discretization 
are used and the finest mesh size is h = (hd) = /~/2~. Hence the condition number of A is 
O(] log h12) comparing to the condition number of A which is 0(h2). This result is obtained 
by deriving appropriate bounds on the smallest and largest eigenvalues of 2 through the 
associated bilinear form. 
such that U = Sl?; then (1.1) becomes 
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2. THE MAIN RESULTS 
We consider d + 1 levels of discretization in R2, with meshes hc = (hl,e, hs,c) and hl = 
(hl,l,h2,1), hi,r = hi,e/2’, 0 < 1 5 d. Hence hc is the coarsest mesh and hd the finest mesh. 
Different meshes are allowed in both directions 21, ~2. To these meshes we associate the 
grids 7& = 77+, made of points (jrhl,l, jshs,r), where jr, js E Z. We denote by Ul the set 
of nodal points Z./l = ‘RI fl b. For j = (jr, js) E Z2 we denote also by Icj,l the rectangle 
(jlhr,l, (jr + l)hr,l) x (j&2,1, (jz + l)hz,r), and by ‘3 the set of all rectangles Kj,l, 0 5 I 5 d. 
For simplicity we shall emphasize the case where R is a rectangle (O,al) x (0,~s) and 
hi,e = oi/N, i = I.9 2,. . a j N E N. More general open sets R and more general meshes can 
be considered similarly [Chen (b) et al.]. Although we are interested in finite differences, a 
space of finite element functions on fi will be used. More precisely for 0 < 1 5 d, we denote 
by v the space of continuous real functions on fi that are Qr on each rectangle Icj,l c R. 
Since the rectangles Ic E 7i are obtained by dividing the rectangles of ‘TI_~ into four equal 
rectangles, we observe that I40 C VI C . - + C Vd. 
Since K-1 C 6, it is useful to define a supplement H’l_, of I$_r into Vr so that 6 = 
Vi-1 @I WI-~, 1 5 1 5 d. By reiteration we then have 
vd=v~~~~~~~~“‘$~d_~. (2.1) 
We can also define the decomposition of u E vd corresponding to (2.1); it reads: u = 
uo + Cf=, UI where ue E VO and ul E Wl. A detailed analysis shows that the u{(z), 
x E 241\u,_r, 1 = 1, . . .) d are exactly the incremental values of u at different, levels (see 
[Chen (a) et al., Chen (b) et ~1.1). We then endow vd with a semi-norm corresponding to 
the incremental values: 
r4: = f: c IurW12. 
I=1 rEz4\U,_I 
We then have the following results which will be proved in [Chen (b) et al.]: 
THEOREM 2.1. There exist constants cl, ~2, c3 and c4 that depend only on B = h1,0/h2,0, 
such that for every u E vd, 
&pOlZ.(n) + b1iY’” I Phyn) 5 C2{IvuO]~z(n) + [u];}l/2(2 2) 
&{lVuol&n) + IQl-‘l~ol~a(n) + b1:P” 5 Wl~yq + Iw114~ys2)~1’2 
2 l/2 
5 C4{1vU01;~(n) + ]R]-l]u’&‘(n) + bid) 
(2.3j 
where V is the gradient operator and ]RJ is the area of R. 
Next theorem establishes the equivalence between the finite difference norms and the finite 
element norms. 
THEOREM 2.2. There exist two constants cs, ce depending only on 6’ = h1,c/h2,0, such that 
for every 21 E vd, 
(2.4) 
-$ hfiilLa(n) < IVub(i2) 5 ~I~h,%a(Ci), (2.5) 
where ii is a step function associated to u, Gi, is an extension of 0: (O,er + hl,del) x 
(O,a2 -I- hz,des) and Vhd is an extended finite difference gradient operator defined on a;, 
(see [Chen (b) et al.]). 
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3. INCREMENTAL UNKNOWNS FOR BOUNDARY VALUE PROBLEMS 
We can apply the previous results to the numerical solution of second order boundary 
value problems by finite differences. We start with the simple Poisson equation. 
Poisson Equation. The Poisson equation in R = (0, ai) x (0, ~2) reads: 
-Au = f in R; u = 0 on 8R. (3-I) 
Assuming multi-level five-point discretization is used with meshes he,. . . , hd aa before, we 
then have several systems similar to (1.1): Al Ul = b,, 0 5 1 < d. Introducing incremental 
unknowns for d levels and denoting the transformation by Ud = Sa ud, we obtain the linear 
system concerning ud: & od = bd. Since & is symmetric and positive definite, its condition 
number is the ratio of its largest eigenvalue A(&) to its smallest eigenvalue A(&). Therefore 
we have: 
X(&f) 
,@d) = - = 
(& ud, Ud) 
X(Ad) ;;:o (ud,ud) i$Cl 
(Ad ud, ud) 
(‘?d , ud) 
(Ad ud, ud) (Ad ud, ud) 
(3.2) 
= ;;;I (ud, od) $$I (ud,ud) ’ 
with ud = Sd ud. Since the quadratic form associated to ,& is: 
(Ad Ud, od) = (Ad ud, ud) = 
J 
I%df&,(~)12 dz, (3.3) 
n 
using (2.2) in Theorem 2.1 and (2.5) in Theorem 2.2, we obtain 
+d) 5 const (d + 1)2 tc(Ao). (3.4) 
Therefore when d increases, the condition number of & varies like d2 in contrast with the 
condition number of Ad that grows exponentially with respect to d. 
More General Elliptic Operators. More general Elliptic operators can be handled in 
the same way. For instance consider the Dirichlet Problem 
(3.5) 
where the functions ail, ~12 = ~221 and a22 are given in LOO(R) and satisfy: 
gk<? I 2 %j(x)titj I s&<f!; V<=(&,&)ER~, withO<g<h. (3.6) 
kl i,j=l i=l 
Using the same method as for the Poisson equation and using (3.6), we have 
fi(Ad) 5 const (d + 1)2 - ;+o). 
Neumann Problem. We consider the Neumann problem 
dU 
-Au+u=finn; z=Oon&2, (3.7) 
where v is the outward unit normal on ds1. 
If we use the five-point discretization of the Laplace operator and the natural treatment 
of the boundary condition we obtain a system for which the associated bilinear form reads 
(see [CCa 19641) 
With exactly the same argument as before and using (2.3) in Theorem 2.1 and Theorem 
2.2, we can reach the same conclusion (3.4). 
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Numerical Results. We present here the numerical tests done with three examples. Di- 
richlet problems on (0, 1)2 with meshes h = 1/2d+1, d E N are considered. We implement 
incremental unknowns in d levels as described previously and compute numerically the 
condition numbers K(&); rc(&)/(d + 1)2 are plotted against d in Figure 1. Figure (l-a) is 
for Laplace operator; Figure (l-b) is for the operator (3.5) with ali = 10, ai2 = ori = 0 
and ~22 = 1 and figure (l-c) is for the operator (3.5) with ali = ly+Y-‘, ~12 = ~~21 = 0 
and ~22 = 1. They all demonstrate that the condition numbers K(&) grow quadratically 
with respect to d. The considerable reduction of the condition number occurring in finite 
differences with the utilization of the Incremental Unknowns is comparable to that occurring 
in finite element methods when hierarchical basis are used (see vserentant 19861). 
d 
(4 (b) (cl 
Figure 1. n(&)/(d + 1)2 is bounded by a constant independent of d. 
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